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Balanced Industry Super Funds have generally
outperformed retail benchmarks by assuming
more risk. While this may work for younger
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Of Super Importance
Not All Balanced Super Funds Are Equal
2017 was a very good year for super funds. Markets were buoyant and turbulence
nowhere in sight. According to a recent Chant West survey, the 2017 median
return for Growth Funds was 10.8%. Industry Super Funds were the best
performers, with the top five (5) funds generating an average return of 13.2%
Super funds benefited
from very stable

Top 10 Performing Growth Funds (1 Year to December 2017 - %)

market conditions over
2017.

Australian Super Balanced

13.6

AustSafe MySuper (Balanced)

13.5

Hostplus Balanced

13.4

Club Plus MySuper Balanced

12.9

Intrust Balanced

12.8

Kinetic Super Growth

12.7

First State Super Growth

12.6

Cbus Growth (Cbus MySuper)

12.1

Sunsuper Balanced

12

Unisuper Balanced
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Notes:
1. The top 10 is limited to growth options with assets of $1 billion or more.
2. Performance is shown net of investment fees and tax. It is before administration and adviser commission.
Source: Chant West

Survey Median
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Of Super Importance - Not All Balanced Super Funds Are Equal (cont.)
In comparing the returns of the “Top-5” Industry Funds with benchmarks generally
used by retail advisors as proxies for Balanced, Growth and Aggressive funds, we
observe significantly lower returns as highlighted in the table below.
The Top-5 Industry
Funds convincingly

Table 1
12 Month
Return
(%)

Growth
Assets
(%)

Property/Infra
Direct
(%)

13.2%

78%

16%

2%

Morningstar Multi-Sector Balanced

7.7%

51%

3%

0%

Morningstar Multi-Sector Growth

9.2%

69%

4%

0%

11.2%

88%

3%

0%

outperformed retail
benchmarks across all

Fund/Benchmark

risk profiles.

Top 5 - Industry Super Funds (Average)

Morningstar Multi-Sector Aggressive

Private
Equity
(%)

Source: Morningstar; Chant West; Industry Super websites

Table 1 highlights that industry funds convincingly outperformed retail funds across
all risk profiles over 2017. This paper looks at the main factors behind the Top-5’s
stellar performance, which will be of interest to consumers, regulators, super funds
and advisors alike. Our analysis is limited to the “Top 5” funds, as detailed
portfolio information on each fund surveyed is not generally available.
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Do lower fees explain the higher returns of
Industry Funds?
Industry Funds actively promote their low fees relative to retail funds, which is a
feature of their not-for-profit structure. However, the above table looks at the returns
of the Top-5 against the Morningstar benchmarks, which carry no fees. The
Morningstar Indexes are composite portfolios exposed to eight (8) asset classes,
against which advisors and fund managers benchmark their portfolio returns. They
inform investors of how their portfolios are tracking in relative terms; and many
struggle to out-perform the Morningstar Indexes due to the fee drag incurred by real
portfolios against frictionless (nil fee) benchmarks.
We extend our analysis to include the Future Fund, another not-for-profit organisation
as well as the DFS Balanced Portfolio as a “for-profit” proxy for retail Balanced
funds:

Table 2
12 Month
Return
(%)

Growth
Assets
(%)

Property/Infra
Direct
(%)

13.2%

78%

16%

2%

Future Fund

8.1%

56%

14%

12%

Morningstar Multi-Sector Balanced

7.7%

51%

3%

0%

DFSPS Balanced Portfolio

9.1%

55%

0%

0%

Fund/Benchmark
Top 5 - Industry Super Funds

Private
Equity
(%)

Source: Morningstar; Chant West; Industry Super websites; Future Fund; DFS Portfolio Solutions
Performance is net of investment fees, before admin and adviser fees

Industry Funds allocated much more
to Growth assets
Table 2 shows that the Future Fund and DFS Balanced Portfolio both under-performed
the Top-5 over 2017, with Growth allocations similar to that of the Morningstar
Higher allocations to

Balanced Index. Almost half of the Future Fund’s Growth allocation was directed to

Growth assets is the

direct property & infrastructure (14%) and private equity investments (12%),

primary reason

highlighting that its returns are much less reliant on equity markets. The DFS Balanced

behind the

Portfolio had no exposure to illiquid or direct assets.

outperformance of
industry funds
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Industry Funds allocated much more to Growth assets (cont.)
The Top-5 industry funds had an average Growth allocation of 78% over 2017,
which is significantly higher than the Morningstar proxies for Balanced & Growth
portfolios. The Top-5’s Growth allocation was 53% greater than the Morningstar
Balanced Index, in relative terms; and 13% higher than the Morningstar Growth
Index. Only the Morningstar Aggressive Index had a higher allocation to Growth
assets. We conclude that the high returns of the Top-5 was primarily due to higher
Growth exposure (including direct real assets) rather than their not-for-profit structure.
Such exposures were well rewarded over 2017, which was a particularly stable and
buoyant period for risk assets. Indeed, while each of the Top-5 funds are labelled as
“Balanced” portfolios, the equivalent retail portfolio would have had to equally
allocate to the Morningstar Growth & Aggressive Indexes to assume a similar level
of risk.
The median Growth Fund return of 10.8% also suggests that the funds surveyed
allocated more to Growth assets compared to the Morningstar’s Balanced & Growth
Indexes as well as DFS and the Future Fund.
Large positions in
direct real assets was
particularly rewarding
to industry super
funds over 2017.

Allocations to illiquid, long duration
assets were rewarded
One fifth of the Top-5’s Growth allocation was allocated to property & infrastructure,
which in large appears to be directly held. Direct property and infrastructure are
illiquid, long-duration assets that have performed particularly well since the GFC, as
yields compressed to historically low levels. Exposure to direct real assets would have
meaningfully contributed to the returns of Industry Funds. According to a recent
report by MSCI, PFA & Zenith, Australian direct property funds were the best
performing asset classes in 2017, delivering performance three times stronger than
Australian equities, with average total returns of 23.4%. The Top-5’s exposure to
direct real assets was over five (5) times greater than each of the Morningstar
benchmarks; and this appears to have amplified the extent of the Top-5’s
outperformance over 2017.
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How did the portfolios perform on a risk
adjusted basis?
We applied a simple risk-adjusting measure to broadly equalise the risk of each fund
Returns significantly
compress once
portfolios are
adjusted for risk.

and Morningstar Indexes to that of the Top-5. We did this by calculating a simple
“growth ratio” to adjust their respective returns, as shown in the table below:

Table 3
Growth
Assets
(%)

Illiquid
Growth Assets
(%)

Top-5 - Industry Super Funds

78

18

Morningstar MS Balanced Index

51

3

7.7% x (78/51) = 11.8

Morningstar MS Growth Index

69

4

9.2% x (78/69) = 10.4

Morningstar MS Aggressive Index

88

3

11.2% x (78/88) = 9.9

Future Fund

56

26

8.1% x (78/56) = 11.3

DFSPS Balanced Portfolio

55

0

9.1% x (78/55) = 12.9

Fund/Benchmark

12 month
“risk adjusted” Return
(%)
13.2

Source: Morningstar; Chant West; Industry Super websites; Future Fund; DFS Portfolio Solutions
Performance is net of investment fees, before admin and adviser fees

We observe a meaningful convergence in returns once we make a simple
risk-adjustment. However, the adjustment does not take into account illiquidity risk,
which would further compress returns, if included.

Nonetheless, a simple risk

adjustment gets us much closer to a fairer comparison and is certainly much better
than relying on returns that do not adjust for any risk.
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Are Industry Super “Balanced” funds
invested too aggressively?
According to superguide.com.au, the average member of the Top-5 has an account
size of less than $26,000; and around 80% are under 50 years of age.
The client profiles of

Consequently, the Top-5 industry funds enjoy strong net investment inflows, as the

Industry Fund

9.5%pa. super guarantee contributions largely offset their relatively small

members & the clients

super-pension commitments. Therefore, it is highly appropriate for industry funds to

of Retail Advisors will

have higher allocations to Growth assets and to invest in illiquid, long-duration assets

influence the make-up

to enhance long-term returns.

of their respective
Balanced Portfolios.

In contrast, Advisers would see the Top-5 industry funds as assertive portfolios rather
than Balanced. The majority of Advisers service the “over 50s” market, with many
having a strong skew to the 60-70+ year old segment. Most clients in these segments
have amassed meaningful wealth; they are either retired or relatively close to
retirement and generally require their portfolios to be more conservatively invested
than the Top-5’s default options. They also have greater aversion to illiquid assets due
to their ongoing need for regular income and/or capital accessibility.

What’s in a name?
We question whether it’s appropriate to describe portfolios that have large and
permanent biases to growth assets as “Balanced”. While higher risk levels are
warranted under the right circumstances, a “Balanced” description doesn’t seem
quite right when around 80% of the portfolio is allocated to growth (risky) assets. It
adds to consumer confusion, which many advisors will attest to. Consumers often
compare the returns of their more conservatively invested “Balanced” portfolios to
the more assertive “Balanced” industry funds, believing they are interchangeable
(more or less) from a risk-return perspective. In reality and in spite of the identical
Consumers generally
don’t have a good
understanding of risk.
Most believe that
portfolios with the
same risk label

labelling, we see significant differences in risk levels across the spectrum of
“Balanced” portfolios, in which a large proportion of Australians are invested. While
this issue has largely gone under the radar, greater guidance from the regulator
would help to reduce confusion around risk labels. The regulator could for example,
encourage investment managers with elevated Growth allocations to substantiate the
basis on which their portfolios fit their respective risk-labels.

(e.g. Balanced) are
interchangeable.
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What’s in a Name? (cont.)

The regulators could
do more to reduce
consumer confusion
around risk labels.

The timing of such guidance probably couldn’t come at a better time, given that
prices of growth assets (and in particular direct real assets) have inflated significantly
since 2012. Today, we are facing an environment of higher bond yields and
increased market volatility, with the prospect of the current economic cycle
approaching late-stage. Indeed, while highly stable conditions since 2012 have
benefited portfolios with large and permanent Growth skews, they are exposed to
greater downside risk as market conditions become more turbulent. Market
turbulence becomes a real issue for those approaching retirement; and the cause of
significant angst for those who have already retired.

It’s risky to assume that equity markets will
consistently reward you
To emphasise, the following chart shows the real returns (after inflation) on the US
equity market since 1900. It highlights that the direction of equities is far from
certain even over longer periods of time. It shows that the S&P500 was in decline
or recovering from declines, 89% of the time. While bull market conditions include
recovery from declines (denoted by yellow lines), the overall message is sobering.

Inflation Adjusted S&P 500 - Time to Recapture Losses
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Source: Real Investment Advice
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What’s in a Name? (cont.)
Van Eck recently analysed the nominal returns of the S&P500, since March 1928
and came up with the similar results. While US equities had been in a bull market
59% of the time, it experienced market declines 31% of the time; and was recovering
from declines 38.7% of the time. It only spent 30.3% of the time creating new wealth.
Significant and permanent equity risk exposures may be highly rewarding in bull
market conditions, however bear markets occur more often than one would
otherwise believe.

Benchmarking your Portfolio Risk
In order to properly compare super fund performance, returns need to be adjusted
for risk. This is important for investors approaching retirement age as they do not
have the luxury of time required to recover from capital losses when markets turn
down; and it’s particularly important for those already in retirement. Risk
benchmarking is essential at this stage of your life as it provides you with a better
understanding of portfolio risk. It allows you to better manage risk and protect you
against market turbulence when it matters the most.
The regulators could

A good starting point is to derive your net annual returns and allocation to growth

do more to reduce

assets from your latest statement. This information can then be cross-referenced with

consumer confusion

the industry benchmarks in Table 3 to determine if you are being overexposed to risk.

around risk labels.

For instance, if you can achieve comparable returns with another fund that has a
lower allocation to growth assets, you may wish to re-think your portfolio.
Alternatively, if your fund is generating returns significantly above your expectations,
this may also be a case for concern. Make sure you understand the risk your super
fund is taking, as much can be lost if the risks are not sufficiently anchored.
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Stephen has over 30 years of experience in the financial services industry; he leads
a team of dedicated investment professionals and is ultimately responsible for the
firm’s investment processes. Stephen is recognised in the industry as a thought
leader in portfolio management, specifically in the managed account space. With
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Important note: While every care has been taken in the preparation of this document, DFS Portfolio
Solutions Pty Ltd (ABN 30 912 465 165, CAR 336004 AFSL 280881) makes no representation or
warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of any statement in it including, without limitation, any
forecasts. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. This document has
been prepared for the purpose of providing general information, without taking account of any
particular investor’s objectives, financial situation or needs. An investor should, before making
any investment decisions, consider the appropriateness of the information in this document, and
seek professional advice, having regard to the investor’s objectives, financial situation and
needs. This document is solely for the use of the party to whom it is provided and must not
be provided to any other person or entity without the express written consent of DFS
Portfolio Solutions. © Copyright 2018 DFS Portfolio Solutions Pty Ltd. All rights reserved.
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